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W x L (ft.) Weight	(lb)	 Efficiency	(%)	
Cost per 
Panel 
Sharp	300	watt	ND-F4Q300	 218	 3.25 x 6.47 50 15.3  $329.16  
Sunmodule	SW	340	-	350	Mono	 259.3	 3.28 x 6.54 47.6 17.04  $385.00  
Sunmodule	SW285-300	Mono		 220.5	 3.15 x 5.50 39.7 17.59  $320.00  
Sunmodule	Plus	SW	280-290	Mono		 211.1	 3.15 x 5.51 39.7 17  $335.00  
LG	315N1C	Black	Mono		 230	 3.28 x 5.38 37.48 19.2  $392.00  
LG	305N1K-G4		 225	 3.28 x 5.39 37.48 18.6  $384.00  
LG	280S1C	Mono	 205	 3.28 x 5.40 37.48 17.1  $300.00  
Mitsubishi	PV-UD185MF5	 179.5	 2.73 x 5.44 37 13.4  $350.00  
Astronergy	VIOLIN	CHSM6610P-260	 195	 3.25 x 5.41 40.57 15.9  $225.00  















Panel Cost per 
Layout 
Sharp	300	watt	ND-F4Q300	 71 37 2,627 572 $997,362.56 
Sunmodule	SW	340	-	350	Mono	 70 36 2,520 653 $1,097,460.00 
Sunmodule	SW285-300	Mono		 73 43 3,139 692 $1,162,999.50 
Sunmodule	Plus	SW	280-290	Mono	 73 43 3,139 663 $1,210,084.50 
LG	315N1C	Black	Mono		 70 44 3,080 708 $1,362,900.00 
LG	305N1K-G4		 70 44 3,080 693 $1,338,260.00 
LG	280S1C	Mono	 70 44 3,080 631 $1,079,540.00 
Mitsubishi	PV-UD185MF5	 83 44 3,652 656 $1,462,626.00 
Astronergy	VIOLIN	CHSM6610P-260	 71 44 3,124 609 $860,662.00 










KWh per year Potential Savings per year at 5.17 cents per KW 
Sharp	300	watt	ND-F4Q300	 572 776,065 $40,122.58 
Sunmodule	SW	340	-	350	Mono	 653 886,713 $45,843.04 
Sunmodule	SW285-300	Mono		 692 939,247 $48,559.06 
Sunmodule	Plus	SW	280-290	Mono		 663 899,206 $46,488.97 
LG	315N1C	Black	Mono		 708 961,299 $49,699.15 
LG	305N1K-G4		 693 940,401 $48,618.73 
LG	280S1C	Mono	 631 856,810 $44,297.07 
Mitsubishi	PV-UD185MF5	 656 889,560 $45,990.23 
Astronergy	VIOLIN	CHSM6610P-260	 609 826,657 $42,738.18 
Panasonic	HIT	Power	N325SA16	 755 1,024,657 $52,974.77 
	
Table	4:	25-year	Correction	












Sharp	300	watt	ND-F4Q300	 90% first 10 years 80% years 11-25 80.0% 10 21 
Sunmodule	SW	340	-	350	Mono	 97% -0.7% 80.2% 10 22.15 
Sunmodule	SW285-300	Mono		 97% -0.7% 80.2% 20 22.15 
Sunmodule	Plus	SW	280-290	Mono		 97% -0.7% 80.2% 10 22.15 
LG	315N1C	Black	Mono		 98% -0.6% 83.6% 12 22.7 
LG	305N1K-G4		 98% -0.6% 83.6% 12 22.7 
LG	280S1C	Mono	 98% -0.6% 83.6% 12 22.7 
Mitsubishi	PV-UD185MF5	 97% -0.7% 80.0% 10 22.15 
Astronergy	VIOLIN	CHSM6610P-260	 97% -0.7% 80.2% 10 22.15 


























Sharp	300	watt	ND-F4Q300	 $40,122.58 $1,003,064.59 21 $842,574.26 $997,362.56 $(154,788) 
Sunmodule	SW	340	-	350	Mono	 $45,843.04 $1,146,076.10 22.15 $1,015,423.43 $1,097,460.00 $(82,037) 
Sunmodule	SW285-300	Mono		 $48,559.06 $1,213,976.58 22.15 $1,075,583.25 $1,162,999.50 $(87,416) 
Sunmodule	Plus	SW	280-290	Mono	 $46,488.97 $1,162,224.29 22.15 $1,029,730.72 $1,210,084.50 $(180,354) 
LG	315N1C	Black	Mono		 $49,699.15 $1,242,478.70 22.7 $1,128,170.66 $1,362,900.00 $(234,729) 
LG	305N1K-G4		 $48,618.73 $1,215,468.29 22.7 $1,103,645.21 $1,338,260.00 $(234,615) 
LG	280S1C	Mono	 $44,297.07 $1,107,426.67 22.7 $1,005,543.41 $1,079,540.00 $(73,997) 
Mitsubishi	PV-UD185MF5	 $45,990.23 $1,149,755.83 22.15 $1,018,683.67 $1,462,626.00 $(443,942) 
Astronergy	VIOLIN	CHSM6610P-260	 $42,738.18 $1,068,454.51 22.15 $946,650.69 $860,662.00 $85,989 




Material	 Linear	Footage	 Cost	per	Linear	Foot	 Total	Cost	
W10x39	 434	 $65.19	 $28,292.46	
W12x40	 434	 $72.34	 $31,395.56	
W12x53	 6970	 $66.70	 $464,869.93	
W14x109	 5040	 $133.87	 $674,685.08	
Sheeting	 66908	 $2.49	 $166,601.55	
	    

































Sharp	300	watt	ND-F4Q300	 $2,363,207.14 $842,574.26 $40,122.58 80.0% $32,098.07 72 
Sunmodule	SW	340	-	350	Mono	 $2,463,304.58 $1,015,423.43 $45,843.04 80.2% $36,766.12 64 
Sunmodule	SW285-300	Mono		 $2,528,844.08 $1,075,583.25 $48,559.06 80.2% $38,944.37 62 
Sunmodule	Plus	SW	280-290	Mono	
Black	 $2,575,929.08 $1,029,730.72 $46,488.97 80.2% $37,284.16 66 
LG	315N1C	Black	Mono		 $2,728,744.58 $1,128,170.66 $49,699.15 83.6% $41,548.49 64 
LG	305N1K-G4		 $2,704,104.58 $1,103,645.21 $48,618.73 83.6% $40,645.26 64 
LG	280S1C	Mono	 $2,445,384.58 $1,005,543.41 $44,297.07 83.6% $37,032.35 64 
Mitsubishi	PV-UD185MF5	 $2,828,470.58 $1,018,683.67 $45,990.23 80.0% $36,792.19 74 
Astronergy	VIOLIN	CHSM6610P-260	 $2,226,506.58 $946,650.69 $42,738.18 80.2% $34,276.02 62 
Panasonic	HIT	Power	N325SA16	 $2,673,383.08 $1,162,796.28 $52,974.77 80.6% $42,697.67 60 
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Figure	1.	Screenshot	of	Google’s	Project	Sunroof.	Using	this	sunlight	exposure	data,	estimations	of	power	output	was	calculated.	
Source:	Project	Sunroof	
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Figure	2.	Early	example	of	biomimicry.	Velcro	inspired	by	burrs.		
Source:	Mother	Nature	Network	
	
	
Figure	3.	Source:	Nature	Photonics	
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Figure	4.	Source:	UCLA	Newsroom	
	
	
	
Figure	5.	The	reflective	property	of	a	Nano	textured	square	of	silicon	influenced	by	moth	eyes	
compared	to	a	normal	silicon	wafer.		
Source:	Brookhaven	National	Laboratory	
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Figure	6.	A	photo	of	a	Glass	winged	Butterfly.		
Source:	Christine	Lepisto	
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